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Virtual DJ generates an automatically created version of a CD-quality mix in about an hour. This isnt
the case for many other CD-based virtual DJ applications. Once your tracks are generated, youll be
able to play, skip around, and bookmark tracks in a familiar manner. You can even save mixes and

share them via e-mail. Along with being a very good portable controller that offers a great
performance from a turntable and price point perspective, Serato DJ is an easy application to use.

Anyone who took an interest in using a turntable in the first place will enjoy the DDJ-SXs capabilities
and offers to boot. Aside from the tracks playing, theres a lot of other stuff going on behind the
scenes. Like many of the Pioneer DDJs the DDJ-SX2 utilises a dual mode of operation, called Half

Speed and Super-Fast, which is Switchable. In Half Speed the turntables are locked at 48 revolutions
per minute, theres no scratching on the vinyl, however the DJ can choose to skip, rewind or play the

record again (via the jogwheels) at Super-Fast speeds which are internally shortened from the
records normal 50 revs per minute. Its quite a handy feature and doubles the life of a single platter,

as the vinyl wont be worn down as quickly if you dont use the fastest speeds. The rules of mixing
remain the same. The DJ’s job is not to make money, but to set the mood and play the music. The
ultimate results would be an exciting, energising and fun packed party for your guests. Next weve
got two from Native Instruments. Both the DSK and Leopold are extremely solid controllers and fit

right in with what both Beatkontrol and Serato DJ offer. Both are very versatile and are very easy to
use. Both offer a ton of creative tools to keep you, your club, or yourself busy on a night out.
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As always, check out the rest of the Roundup as well. To all and everything: DDJ-SX vs. Virtual DJ
Mapper DDJ-SX vs. Pioneer DJC4 Nightgear vs. Virtual DJ Mapper Clever vs. Virtual DJ Mapper Mother
vs. Virtual DJ Mapper Finally, weve got the Pioneer DDJ-SX. It has, in our opinion, the best layout for

all DJs as a standard controller. We think its a good, solid unit that virtually anyone in the DJing world
will enjoy using. When it comes to Serato DJ performance, the DDJ-SX is very feature-rich. Users of
the original DDJ-SX will be very happy to find that while nothing has been deleted from the DDJ-SX

software, there is a bunch of new features to be found. Pioneer has developed this new DDJ-SX using
the latest Serato DJ pro 2.5 software. If youve been thinking about upgrading from a DDJ-S (and you
should) the DDJ-SX upgrades perfectly, just plug it in, turn on the DDJ-SX and youre at full Serato DJ
functionality right away. Some DJs swear by the DDJ-SX Dual Deck system when it comes to their
critical step-up in performance, many others scoff at the price tag that includes an audio interface
when all they really want is a control with the latest technology. But after a number of hours with

Pioneer DDJ-SX and Serato DJ, it just clicked. Switching between the two works perfectly, using both
(or even more, if you want!) decks. And what Im really excited about is that the DDJ-SX is a software-
only solution. Everything else that a PIONEER DJ would need is just built in. Im so psyched that a new

version of Serato DJ for Pioneer DJ equipment is on the horizon. The DDJ-SX is a beast, able to
scratch and mix two vinyl records simultaneously from a laptop while simultaneously controlling a
normal CDJ or CDJ-S with ease. The Pioneer style Dual Deck and Slicer controls are intuitive and

helpful even though everything else is pretty much built in. Getting to scratch while using the DDJ-SX
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alone makes it a beast of a controller. 5ec8ef588b
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